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E d i to r i a l

There are very few gifts that one
gets as the boss of this newspaper, but an election is a big one.
This year, for an unprecedented
number of weeks, anyone who
wants to gets to tune in to the
preposterous political pageantry of a digital age federal race.

Meanwhile, here at the Toike,
we’re sitting around a meeting
table practically drooling over
the number of article opportunities that creep out of the
campaign crapshoot. We wound
up so eager to offer our own
voice on the pressing issues
of the day that we formed the
Toike Party of Canada in order
to do so. That’s right, people,
vote Toike!
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Inside this extended campaign flier,
you’ll find everything you need to
know about our
platform policies,
along with the hottest news about our
opponents’ blunders. You can start
(or finish) by trying
out our political
alignment quiz below!

B740 Sandford Fleming
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Toronto, ON M5S 3G4
tel: (416) 978-2917
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Dear Editor,
If you’re doing an
election issue, one
measly article that
touches on my party is
completely inadequate.
It’s bad enough they’re
trying to shut me out
of the debates, but now
this!? Screw you, Ryan.
- Elizabeth May
Elizabeth,
Not gonna lie, I feel pretty bad
about it too. I wanted to have a

better balance, but I’m always
at the mercy of my staff and
what they produce. Think of it
as a compliment, if anything.
- Ryan
Editor,
I am, frankly, alarmed
that this election issue did not include a
broader coverage of
upcoming American politics, dawg. The 2020
presidential race is
only 5 years away,

already I’m working
harder, better, faster, stronger than ever
to prepare for my campaign, yo. If you don’t
improve the caliber of
your publication, I
will show no mercy in
criticizing it further.
- Kanye
Dear Kanye,
Don’t worry buddy...
Just you wait.
-Ryan

D

o you sometimes struggle
over who to vote for? Do
you find yourself worried that
maybe you like the wrong
party? Then this quiz is for you!
Whether you’re NDP, Libertarian, Green Party, or that one
really obscure party that you
swear is real, this quiz will help
assign you into a party, not
unlike the Sorting Hat. Except
you’re the one who has to do
most of the work.
You find a child who has lost its
way. What do you do?
a. Tell the child that life is just
unfair and that it’s not your
problem that (s)he got lost.
b. Give the child the wrong
directions.
c. Keep walking.
d. Actually help the child.
What does your ideal breakfast
consist of?
a. A cup of black coffee, as bitter as you.

Cyrus Lau

b. Baby seals.
c. This is that meal that’s eaten
before I wake up, I think?
d. Eggs, bacon, and a slice of
toast. (Whole wheat, optional.)
Who do you want to vote for in
the next election?
a. Toikeman.
b. Stephen Harper.
c. Wait- what election?
d. Justin Trudeau.
Who do you think the Editor
wants to vote for in the next
election?
a. Toikeman.
b. Toikeman.
c. I’m still confused by this
whole “election” thing.
d. Toikeman.
Who’s your favourite Superhero?
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d. Captain Canuck.
You’re sitting down by a train
track (for some reason) and you
see a group of people working
on the track with a train coming
at them. You can pull the lever
and save the group of workers,
but you will kill that politician
you picked back in question 3,
or you can leave the lever as it is
and doom the workers. What do
you do?
a. Doesn’t matter. Toikeman
will save them! Probably... If he
doesn’t, it’s not my problem.
b. Leave the lever alone! Harper
is more important than those
construction workers. Why are
they working there anyway?
Clearly they’re up to no good.
Probably terrorists.
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Politically yours,
Remember this: Toikeman
cares about Canada. Toikeman
will keep our public safe by
thickening the social security
condom, and will put the dank
right back into our country’s
bank. Toikeman will just DO it.

Ryan Williams
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COLOPHON
Once every month, the Toike Oike staff travels back in time to the year 2573
BCE, at around 3pm on September 9th, where they intercept the Egyptian
priestess Hephsa’ Ra Tep as she is about to perform a ritual opening of a portal
to the spectral ether. By convincing her to do the rites while mildly intoxicated,
and subsequently harassing some goat-headed ethereals, the staff obtains the
new issue of the Toike from within the portal. On the way to meet the priestess,
of course, they must eliminate temporal paradoxes by killing their former
selves coming to get last month’s issue. This means that if you’re reading a copy
more than a month old, you should proceed with caution since you are literally
holding a dropped stitch in the fabric of space-time.

WHAT HO?
The Toike Oike is a formal decision-making process by which a population
chooses an individual to hold public office. Toike Oikes have been the usual
mechanism by which modern representative democracy has operated since the
17th century. Toike Oikes may fill offices in the legislature, sometimes in the
executive and judiciary, and for regional and local government.

DISCLAIMER
The electoral, super democratic opinions expressed in this newspaper reflect
those of the Engineering Society and the University of Toronto. In fact, they
even reflect the opinions of the writers and the engineering community in
general. NOT! If you happen to find any of the material within these pages
offensive, do not try to sue us, as we have a crack team of racially diverse
lawyers ready to bring tha pain and give out mix tapes. Sucka MC’s ain’t shit.

c. You lack the fucks to give to
pull the lever.
d. Pull the lever. Those workers
are just doing their job.
e. WRONG LEVER!

a. Toikeman.
b. Rorschach.
c. Idk, Superman, I guess?

Find out how your views align
on page 10!

The Toike Oike is a member of Canadian University Press
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Justin Trudeau’s Tips for
Essential Beauty
Look Like a Leader this Election Season

Above: Federal sex god displays talent of simultanteously delivering the punch and the smolder.

Juan Kerr

Toike Oike Beautician

A

s Election Day approaches,
Justin Trudeau finds
himself busier than ever.
Endless campaign events,
advisor meetings, and smokin’
dank kush can make it hard
to find time for appearances
and physical health. But Justin
stays as fabulous as ever by
using his three recognized style
fundamentals.
Justin’s hair has become a
celebrated icon of Canadian culture - and rightfully so. Justin

spends countless hours a day
perfecting his voluminous and
glamorous locks. Only the most
expensive hair care products,
made from tiger eyes and the
thrill of the fight, are used to
carefully construct his beautifully coiffed masterpiece, and
thus rise up to the challenge of
his rivals.
In addition to his hair, perfecting his “I’m a good looking
young guy who occasionally
enjoys a fat doobie, but is still
capable of running a country
and getting down to business

with serious issues” smile is on
the top of Justin’s style agenda.
He spends hours each morning carefully practicing poses
in front of his mirror to ensure
maximum effect.
In addition to a selfie game
that’s totally on fleek, Justin’s
physical health is another
important aspect of his style.
The tabloids are littered with
pictures of Justin showcasing his hot bod. But how does
the federal sex god have time
to exercise with such a busy
schedule? Justin, modest as

ever, attributes his stellar
physique to boxing (he’s a huge
fan of Booty Boot Camp!). His
trainer helps out by putting on
a Stephen Harper mask and
yelling encouragements. Things
like “You’re not ready, Justin!”
are the most motivating, says
the foxy boxer.
You may think that you, too,
aren’t ready. But by following
these three guidelines, maybe
one day you might find yourself
the prime minister of Canada.
And rockin’ that hot bod too!

UTSU’s Secret Letter to the PM
Steven Seagull

Toike Oike Whistleblower

A

recently approved Freedom
of Information request by
the Toike Oike has revealed
the contents of a letter Stephen
Harper received several months
ago from past UTSU executives.
As firm believers in transparency and accountability in the
democratic process, we have
published the letter’s contents.
“Dear Mr. Prime Minister,
We represent the 2014-2015
executive council of the University of Toronto Students’
Union. As experts in media
wrangling, policy obfuscating, and political arm twisting,
we feel obligated to offer your
government some pointers on
damage control for what is,

quite frankly, a trivial spending scandal within your Senate
and cabinet.
The first mistake you guys
made was setting up any
expectation of accountability
and good money management.
If you write overspending and
waste into the budget, you’ll
have a lot more wiggle room
for corruption. For example,
we budgeted $172 000 for
member services staff during
the 2013-2014 year. Yes, we
paid that much to members
who sell entertainment tickets
and create advertising for the
UTSU. That’s more than the
stipends officially given to the
execs for the year. Hope you’re
taking notes, Mr. Harper...
Of course, most of this money
was actually used to pay for

important staff functions, not
that it was sufficient. We had
to make do with a lukewarm
gruyere and black truffle (ugh)
fondue fountain with gilded
bread cubes at our last exec
meeting. That’s way worse
than ice cold camembert with
broken crackers. And our Dom
Perignon wasn’t even chilled
properly, so it went flat within
the hour.
Let’s not forget how bad you
guys are at covering up scandals. Your attempts at misdirection in the Mike Duffy trial
were laughable. You should
have just paid him for disgusting amounts of overtime
that he couldn’t possibly have
done (we did that, and we’re
totally going to get away with
it), and stonewalled by citing
personal privacy concerns,

since information regarding
funds collected from the public
for public services is obviously
protected by personal privacy
protections. Other good tactics
include trying to bribe your
electorate with trivial fee cuts,
free hot chocolate, or straightup hand-outs to constituents,
but at least you already figured
that one out.
Well, the private jet just landed
on our island, so that’s all the
time we have for you. Good
luck with all your future lucrative enterprises.
Toodles~~~
Cam Wathey ‘n Crew”
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Dear Miss Ogeny
Dating Advice that’s
Totally Up to Date!
Dear Miss Ogeny,
I never had a girlfriend in high
school, and now that I’m starting first year, I think I’m ready
for a serious, committed relationship. Problem is, I’ve never
really spoken to a girl before.
Any tips? I’m desperate!!!
- Chad Winthrop III
Well Chad, you’ve come to the
right place for advice, as I am
a certified expert in talking to
girls. The key to getting girls
is to ensure you treat them as
inanimate objects. Girls are far
more attracted to you if you
talk down to them, like they’re
lesser human beings. Drive the
point home by referring to her
as “it” in conversation. That’ll
drive it wild!
Girls always take compliments
as backhanded insults, and the
inverse is true too. Be sure to
spice up your game by adding
some insults into your conversations. My favourites to use
are “get back to the kitchen”
and “shut the fuck up, slut”.
When in doubt, a little “bitch”
never hurt anyone! Remember,
girls always like a bad boy, so
there’s no such thing as being
too insulting. If all else fails,
you can try looking cool and
aloof by simply ignoring them.
It’s a sure-fire way to win her
undying devotion!
Best of luck,
Miss Ogeny
Dear Miss Ogeny,
I’m 21 years old, and guys just
don’t find me attractive. What
should I do?
- Desperately Single
Obviously, the problem lies
with your appearance. Guys
love the hairless look, so the
less hair you have, the better.
Shave everything. You can draw
those eyebrows back on later.
Check out trends that guys hate,
and make sure you avoid all of
them. I’m sure you’ll be able to
find an outfit or two that conform to men’s standards.
You should also consider
changing your personality. Remember, a guy doesn’t want to
be with a girl who’s better than
him at anything, so you should
try to be as incompetent as possible at absolutely everything.
Tying shoes? Nope, sorry, don’t
know how. Spelling your name?
No chance in hell.
On a related note, be sure not
to have your own opinion about
anything. Guys prefer it when
women agree with everything
they say. Best to just keep quiet.
Go get dat dick,
Miss Ogeny

Harper Source Code Found
Written in LISP
Jonah Rhea

Toike Oike Technology Specialist

O

ne of the worst kept secrets
in Canadian politics has
been officially outed - Prime
Minister Stephen Harper is,
in fact, a robot. Earlier today,
hacktivist group Anonymous
released the “Harper Code”,
written in the obsolete
programming language LISP.
Toike Oike reporter Dixie
Normous interviewed an
Anonymous representative,
who wished only to be referred
to as “Deepthroat”, regarding
the code. Their conversation
follows*:
Normous: How did you come
to find the Harper Code?
Deepthroat: Well, we were just
casually hacking the CPC servers when we stumbled across
a folder called ‘Not my Pr0n!’
Naturally, we had to open it.
N: Were you expecting the recently leaked Layton, Mulcair
fanfic[1]?
D: Yeah, but we didn’t find it.

Harper greets one of his own.

We were really looking forward
to it, too ;) [sic] We did find
the file ‘$F35.lisp’, though. The
main challenge we had was in
finding a machine that could
actually compile this defunct
language. We had to pick up a
Commodore 64 from Craigslist
to run it.
N: Was it the Harper Code?
What did you see?
D: It was! It didn’t compile,
which probably explains most
of his policies… The code was
only 42 lines long and contained like, 69 syntax errors. At
least. There also seemed to be
quite a bit of memory leakage,
too. My favourite part was this

awkward function we found just
before we were caught, called
‘(defun justNotReady)’ - we
could barely make sense of it. It
spewed out fearmongering nonsense about Justin Trudeau and
marijuana policy reform, winter
coats, and child care or something. Best of all, if any query
took more than two seconds of
computational time, the entire
program would hang up and
crash. We loved that part; we’d
just keep asking about funding
the CBC, and it crashed 100% of
the time.
N: Any big plans for the
Harper Code? Maybe release a
hot patch?
D: Sorry, Dixie, but I have to
get back to our current project
to hack Deep Blue. The Harper
Code might run better on that.
I’d love to say more but I’ve
been given a gag order...
N: Deepthroat? Are you there?
Deepthroat…
*gargly static*

On a related note, Pierre Trudeau’s C source code was also released this week. It simply contained an
infinite loop of printf(“Fuddle duddle! \n”).
*Interview has been edited for content
[1] “Fifty Shades of Orange,” The Toike Oike, October, 2015.

Trudeau to Blaze Highway 420 to Ottawa
Etwas Forwan

Toike Oike Trailblazer

L

iberal leader Justin Trudeau
has recently added to
his controversial platform a
proposition to extend Canada’s
Highway 420 from the Niagara
region to the nation’s capital. It
will be a joint venture between
the Liberals and the Green
Party. The plan was brought
forward in parliament, and was
subsequently opposed by Conservatives across Canada, who
called it a “pipe dream.”

ing over the past few years, and
Trudeau wants to support this
growth using the 420.
Trudeau noted that taxpayers
will take a hit first, but their
thoughts on the matter should
relax with time. The Liberal
leader’s plan is for every
Canadian to have access to the
420.
The Highway 420 extension is
to be progressive in nature. It
will include an all-natural grass

divider, which will function as
a community garden to grow
various flowers, vegetables, and
other agricultural products.
There will be ON-Route snack
stops for approximately every
half hour of travel, and 7/11
is to be the official gasoline
retailer along the route. The
highway’s emergency lanes
will also be accessible to pizza
delivery drivers, as Trudeau
notes that they are an “essential
service.”

The current Highway 420 connects the QEW with downtown
Niagara Falls. The existing
speed limit is 80 km/h, and
Trudeau assured reporters that
the speed would remain “chill.”
The Toike Oike was granted an
exclusive interview with Justin
in his hazy office. When asked
about the purpose of the project, he stated that he wants to
expedite the transportation of
crops and “agricultural products” from Canada’s hot and
humid Niagara Peninsula to the
major centres of Ottawa and
Toronto. Ontario’s greenhouse
industry has been rapidly grow-

Trudeau’s plan features increased frequency of 7-11 stops.

News
Briefs
Kijiji Hostage
Negotiations Draw to
a Close
Victim’s Parents Confused,
but Relieved
After three long weeks of
perplexing negotiations, the
parents of Kimberly were
overjoyed when their daughter
was returned home, safe and
sound. Kimberly had already
been missing for four days
when a family friend alerted her
parents to an ad on the online
bulletin board, Kijiji. “Young
woman for ransom. Blonde, 24.
$10,000 in unmarked 20 dollar
bills, or best offer.” The face in
the ad’s picture left no doubt.
Kimberly had been kidnapped.
Initial SMS contact with the
kidnappers confirmed that
Kimberly was “in mint condition” and “like new.” The deal
was eventually haggled down
to $4,400 and a used bicycle.
However, the two suspects were
quickly apprehended when one
of them offered their home address as a location for the trade.

Mulcair’s Beard Turns
Out to Be Small,
Furry Rodent
NDP leader Thomas Mulcair
has found himself in quite
a hairy situation after his
beard was revealed to be a
small, furry rodent. Mulcair’s
“beard” reportedly perked its
head up in the middle of a
press conference and scurried
away through an opening
in the crowd, squeaking,
“FREE AT LAST! FREE AT
LAST!” Audience members
were terrified as the furball
zipped away with Mulcair,
baby-faced and orange with
embarrassment, in hot pursuit,
shouting “Come back Ferris!
Daddy loves you!”
Mulcair’s approval ratings
sharply dropped following
the debacle, especially among
hipsters, who only supported
Mulcair because of his nonmainstream, lumberjack-like
beard. However, Ferris has
piqued the interest of the
zoology community, which
claims he is an undiscovered
and possibly endangered
species. Eyewitnesses suggest
Ferris was last seen at a
rendezvous with billionaire U.S.
presidential candidate and allaround asshole Donald Trump’s
hair.
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Elizabeth May Proposes Counter-Pipeline
to Funnel Oil Back into Albertan Sand
Olly Swell

Toike Oike Energy Correspondent

T

he Green Party came out
swinging at the Montreal
Leaders’ Debate as Elizabeth
May clashed with the other
Prime Minister hopefuls. The
underdog candidate, attending
the event via Skype, outlined a
bold new strategy for improving
Canada’s controversial presence
in the oil industry. Instead of
arguing to taper off oil production, May proposed that Canada
start funneling oil directly back
into the Albertan sands.
“Alberta’s going to be the next
California if we don’t do something about it,” said May on
the topic of natural resources.
“If we want to preserve the

area we need to band together,
recognize our responsibility to
the environment, and inject
millions of barrels of oil into
the ground.”
May followed up with a tenminute PowerPoint about her
design for the technology,
which she claimed would
continue to employ miners,
refiners, and emergency
responders in the area.

“I’m not suggesting that we
stop siphoning resources from
the area. In fact, with Harper’s
ailing economy we should be
ramping up production! I’m
just arguing that we divert
the flow back where future
generations can exploit it. It’s
this kind of compromise that
our parliament is afraid of.”

“We took a lot of cues from the
logging industry,” said a representative from Syncrude Canada. “I mean, burying millions of
hot ‘n’ spicy wings might not be
as effective as planting trees to
replace natural resources, but
chickens are genetically close
enough to dinosaurs that it
should work out.”

This is not the first time that
renewal strategies have been
proposed for the bituminous
sands. Industry leaders have
been experimenting with different strategies to collect environmental tax cuts for years. From
2005 to 2006 alone, billions of
bones were collected from postconsumer chicken wings and
buried in old surface mines.

Industry leaders and voters
alike are reacting positively to
May’s plan, and the party leader
has since suggested similar
solutions for industries across
Canada. After the election, we
might be looking forward to
crab fishers dumping artificial
crab meat into the ocean and
wind generators finally doing
their name justice.

Toike
Education

The Toike Party of Canada
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Many students going into
very little background in to
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also feel that some
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student who answered
every single question
by drawing a dick.
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Our Platform
3 ft

9 ft

MORE JOBS

STRONGER CANADIAN DOLLAR

A million jobs isn’t cool. You know what’s cool? A
billion jobs. For every Canadian. 35 million billion
jobs. 35 quadrillion jobs. Jobs jobs jobs.

A healthy Canadian economy starts with a strong
currency. We’ll boost the dollar’s value by replacing all
coins and bills with Canadian Tire money.

BETTER DRUG LAWS

AN INDEPENDENT CANADA

The Liberals and NDP have stated that they’d move
towards legalizing marijuana. Well, if we were in office,
we would legalize CRYSTAL FUCKING WEED.

The Toike Party fully supports the secession of Canada
from the rest of Quebec, and the formation of an
independent Canadian state.

SAFER STREETS

CAMPAIGN REFORM

Thousands of deadly, unlicensed hockey sticks are used
in Canadian street hockey games every day. It’s time
to end the mayhem, and replace gun registration with
hockey stick registration.

Voter turnout has been far too low in recent years. To
address this, we will introduce legislation requiring all
election campaigning to consist of contradictory robocalls to voters at 3am.

The Cabinet
Minister of Debt

Minister of Exploitable Resources

Minister of “What’s an
Environment?”

Minister of Half-Assed Apologies

- Appoint Shell Oil

- Appoint Alexis Tsipras

Minister of Extra-Marital Affairs
- Appoint Ashley Madison

Minister of Sexual Energy

Minister of Labour

- Appoint Sting

Minister of Transportation

Minister of C-Sections
Minister of Bacterial Culture

Minister of Cisportation

- Appoint E. Coli

(Because we’re inclusive.)

Minister of Ministers
- Appoint Mario Baker

Minister of Magic
Minister of Self-Defense
- Appoint Ronda Rousey

Minister of Agriculture
- Appoint Cheech and Chong

feat. Jaden Smith as...
Minister of “How can ministers be
real if our government isn’t real?”
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POINT COUNTERPOINT
Kim Jong Un is
Infallible

vs

ALL HAIL GLORIOUS
LEADER

Kim Jong Un’s new Luxury Ski resort is a shining
beacon of hope to the rest of the free world (the
rest of North Korea). It was his judgement that
it should not only contain hot springs but a spa
and a five star restaurant; all while enjoying the
magnificent view of the world’s most beautiful
country. All this was possible because Kim Jong
Un, the world’s most handsome ruler, picked the
location himself. The fact that it snows only a
couple days a year is because of traitorous wind
currents corrupted by western greed, driven into
a jealous rage by the magnificence that is Kim
Jong Un.

ALL HAIL GLORIOUS LEADER!

The most important date in existence is January 8th, the day when our shiny ray of divine
guidance,was born. This year the whole world
celebrated his 32nd, 33rd and 34th Birthday.
The reason that Kim Jong Un, the lion of holiness, has three birthdays is because his majesty
is so immense that it required three births, each
a year apart, to bring him into the world.

ALL HAIL GLORIOUS LEADER!

Kim Jong Un is widely regarded as the most
intelligent man on the planet and indeed the
whole universe. After all, how else could he manage to rule the most complicated and spectacular
country in the world? In university, he received
a 42% in math and a 25% in science. This was
because his grasp of the material was so fantastically awe-inspiring that it broke the foolish and
ostentatious western mark calculators, causing
them to turn over and start again from zero once
Kim Jong Un surpassed 100%.

ALL HAIL GLORIOUS LEADER!

By carefully moderating his daily swiss cheese
intake, Kim Jong Un is able to keep his weight at
the necessary level to sustain life on earth. Since
our glorious beacon of everlasting wisdom is
the centre of the universe, should he lose weight
the earth would spiral away from him due to the
laws of gravity that he himself created. Indeed,
North Korean scientists have agreed that Kim
Jong Un is almost more important to life on
earth than the sun itself.

ALL HAIL GLORIOUS LEADER!

ALL HAIL GLORIO-- did you say “almost”!?

U of T Engineers Go to Kingston
to Take Grease Poll
Mike Literus

Toike Oike Statistician

Uh-oh.

I

n the spirit of election season, statistics enthusiasts
from U of T Engineering have
taken a big, greasy poll from
among the student body at
Queen’s University.

The comrade who wrote the earlier portions of
this glorious scripture of truth has been taken
away for questioning.

Over the weekend of September
12th and 13th, this group of
engineering students went on
a trip to Kingston to get their
hands on some particularly big

data. The poll has been handed
over to Binary Fraction Calculations, a consulting firm where
executives say they are now
doing some heavy lifting in the
analysis.
“Yep, the computer work can be
pretty intense with polls as long
as this one,” said one analyst.
“We’re planning to run about
263 regressions.”
It is unclear when the poll will
be formally released.
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Analysts from Binary Fraction Calculations say they are mounting a huge effort to analyse the data from the poll.
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Fifty Shades of Orange

This raunchy fanfic was leaked to the Toike Oike online from the
username “The_OG_JT”. We have yet to confirm its origins.
“Mr. Mulcair will see you now.”

UTSU Releases Grizzly Bear on Campus
to Liven Up Midterm Season
Eric the Misread

Toike Oike Wildlife Specialist

Jack was nervous. His toes curled with anticipation as he waited
for the door to open.
“Mr. Layton?” Tom stared at him with his cold, dead eyes. “Come
in.” His voice was warm and husky like the thick, Dark Amber
Québecois maple syrup of Jack’s childhood ... or something.
“Talk about a sugar daddy,” he thought hungrily.
“I’ve wanted this since you approached me about joining the
NDP in 2007. And now you’re finally mine.” Mulcair whispered
longingly. “This feels righter than Harper’s political views!”
But Jack was still unsure. “But Tom, I’m… I’m married…” His
cerulean orbs glistened with worried tears. Tom drew him close.
“It’s okay; so am I,” he whispered, and kissed him with a passion
redder than the Liberal Party. “You’re better than Paul Martin!”
Jack gasped. The feel of Mulcair’s furry rodent beard was almost
too much to handle.
Jack whimpered as Tom pulled away. “Jack, before we continue,
I have some rules you need to know about. Firstly, I don’t make
love. I fuck… hard. Secondly, there’s a lot more paperwork to
do, and thirdly, you don’t yet know what you’re in for. I’m going
to fuck you harder than Nigel Wright fucks with senate expense
reports.”
Jack nearly moaned. “Oh, Tommy…”
“Please, Jack, call me Mr. Prime Minister.”
“Are you sure?” Jack asked breathlessly.
“Like 6 million Canadians,” Tom replied, “I’m ready.”
“Oh, Tom. You’re causing my party rankings to rise. Touch me…
there.” Both men ripped off their expensive suits. “Do you have
room inside your borders for my refugees?” Tom asked seductively. “Say you’re ready for Tom, mon petit chouchou.”
And then they did the sex. It was the best Jack had ever had.
“So…” Tom asked, lazily turning to Jack. “Voulez-vous coucher
avec moi ce soir? I’ve got some taxpayers in my back pocket who
can cover the costs, if you know what I mean ;)”
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esponding to a bevy of
mauling complaints,
a UTSU spokesperson has
confirmed that a live grizzly
bear was released somewhere
in the vicinity of Front Campus
earlier this week.
“Yeah, that was us,” VP
Fauna Cole L. Baird said in
a prepared statement to the
Toike. “Last month we all put
our heads together to figure
out how to improve student
morale as everyone’s schedules
become more hectic and the
days get shorter. Releasing a
fully grown mama grizzly bear
onto our vibrant campus was
easily the best idea we came up
with. We think she’ll end up
being a great addition to the
community.”
When pressed about safety
concerns, he admitted that the
move might be controversial.
“We had to consider multiple
angles when we released this
confused, belligerent apex
predator onto the streets of
Toronto. Yes, if feeling threatened, she will likely attack the
closest available student and
rip them to shreds. Yes, in
this unfamiliar environment,
she will be feeling constantly

The UTSU’s newest initiative seen loping around St. Goerge.

threatened. Yes, grizzly bears
can smell fear. And yes, they’re
capable of causing devastating
injuries with ease. But that’s
not a problem. We swear.”
“Frankly, a lot of you people
could really use some more
exercise, especially during
times of stress,” commented
Dr. Theodore Berenstein of the
UHN. “And nothing gets your
heart-rate up like being chased
by a territorial Ursus Arctos.
You should be thankful, you ingrates.” And despite the public’s
unbearable concern, the release
of the animal has been received
with overwhelming praise from
the remaining student body.

Election Quiz Choices
From page 2

If you picked mostly A: You’re definitely most suited for
the Toike party! Congratulations, you think that Canada
should secede from Quebec, and SUDS tickets are a much
better form of currency than the actual dollar. Let’s be real
here, you’re spending most of your money on them anyway
and you trade them for favours of all kinds. All kinds.

Above: “It was thiiiiis big, Mr. Harper.”

If you picked mostly B: You’re definitely most suited for
the Toike party! Congratulations, you think that Canada
should secede from Quebec, and SUDS tickets are a much
better form of currency than the actual dollar. Let’s be real
here, you’re spending most of your money on them anyway
and you trade them for favours of all kinds. All kinds.

“I get that death now awaits me
around every corner, and that
I probably need to stop eating
so much salmon,” conceded
second year EngSci Noel Lieph.
“But at least the UTSU is finally
making some noticeable changes around here. I was beginning
to think that my student fees
were being wasted.”
Officials from University of
Toronto Facilities and Services
are particularly unhappy with
the new initiative, citing the
giant steaming piles of bear
excrement that have begun appearing daily on King’s College
Circle.

If you picked mostly C: You have no idea what election I’m
talking about. And you probably don’t really care either. Why
bother vote? It’s not like your vote will actually matter, and
whoever everyone else votes for is probably the best candidate anyway. What do you know about who should be Prime
Minister? You’re (hopefully) not Political Science. Leave that
stuff to the people who study it.
If you picked mostly D: You’re definitely most suited
for the Toike party! Congratulations, you think that Canada
should secede from Quebec, and SUDS tickets are a much
better form of currency than the actual dollar. Let’s be real
here, you’re spending most of your money on them anyway
and you trade them for favours of all kinds. All kinds.

Want to join the Toike?
Read this Black Box!
Are you fairly hilarious? We want you!
Can you photoshop like a boss? Join our graphics team!
Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!
Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!
You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.
Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!
Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.
It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a part of; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
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TOIKEOSCOPES
ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

VIRGO

You will meet 12 magical
jaguars who will show you
none of their magic. They’ll
just eat you.

Don’t listen to anything your
conscience tells you this
month. It’ll probably be total
bull.

The TA proctoring your
exams is eventually going
to notice that your identical
twin is writing your
midterms. Start asking for
that extra credit.

Hey, at least tomorrow
night’s seafood dinner won’t
taste like food poisoning.

All will be revealed this
month, as that no-pantsto-class nightmare finally
comes true.

The supermarket produce
section, despite what you
might think, is not a good
place to deal with all that
sexual frustration.

LIBRA

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

Be bold, and make what
decision seems right this
month, despite what all your
friends, your family, and your
shrink might say.

As Mars moves into your
quadrant, it will bring with
it a strong influence, and
his name is JOOOHHHNNN
CEEEENNNNAAAAAA!!!

To err is human. To err a
whole bunch of times and
not appear to get any better
is pretty much just you.

If you plan on Trick-orTreating, beware of children
dressed as muggers. They
might not be children.

So it turns out even
holds more water
your explanation for
you couldn’t finish
assignment.

Mars
than
why
that

Aw,
who
cares,
this
horoscope would be about
as accurate as a pre-election
poll, anyway.
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